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ABSTRACT 

      In the business intelligence field, a quick and accurate response is required for efficient decision-making, for this 

purpose multidimensional logical model is built as per the current business requirements. All the dimension tables are 

designed based on a fact table that is treated as the base cuboid in lattice structure, which is not frequently changed, but 

business requirements may be frequently changed over time and new dimensions are need to be added to the existing 

structure to fulfill the updated requirements of the business. Adding a new dimension to the lattice structure will increase 

the structure almost double that requires huge space. So hyper lattice is introduced to overcome the problem of huge 

structure in which we can add a new dimension above the base cuboid in the existing structure. To achieve the optimal 

space and time computation , this paper  aim to drill down and move up in hyper lattice using an efficient algorithm. 

There may be multiple paths in hyper lattice to reach the final view and have a different volume of storage and time 

computation. An efficient algorithm is proposed in this paper that can answer a huge query in the hyper lattice structure 

with a quick access time. 
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1. Introduction 

Data is in the form of an electronic repository in the data warehouse. Data models are the basic building blocks for the 

data warehouse. In Lattice Structure data cubes or cuboids are the basic forms to view data. A data cube may be built by 

the subset of database attributes. Some attributes are known as the attribute of interest used for measurement and others 

can be selected as functional attributes of dimensional attributes. [3][4][5] In hyper lattice structure dimensions and facts 

are defined in the data cube, where dimensions are the entities concerning the data that is stored in the data cube. Every 

dimension in hyper lattice may have one or more tables associated with it, such as time or location. On the other hand, 

the Fact table contains keys that belong to each dimension. N- Dimensional cuboids are used to represent the fact table in 

the data warehouse. In the hyper lattice of cuboids, there may exist more than one base cuboid having some similar 

dimensions [5]. OLAP(Online analytical processing) operations deal with aggregate data. A consumer can perform 

OLAP operations by initial requirements that are specified at the time of developing multidimensional model structure by 

the developers. These initial requirements may be used for extended data analysis. OLAP constitute some of the basic 

operations on data model such as roll-up, which includes moving  upward in the level of hierarchy, second is drill-down 

operation, which decreases level of aggregation by moving down in hierarchy in the lattice structure, the third operation 

is slice and dice, in which slicing includes selecting one dimension in the cube that results in a subcube whereas, dice 

operation includes a selection of two or more dimension in a cube, forth operation is the pivot that performs a rotation on 

data axis to view different viewpoint. A high level of abstraction may be achieved through roll-up operation, as well as 

aggregate cuboids can be computed by dimension reduction in the lattice of cuboids in the data warehouse, and for 

getting detailed data drill-down operation may be performed. Mapping of different levels of concepts may be done in 

OLAP to produce different aggregate views, such as low-level to the high-level aggregate concept can be performed in 

OLAP through concept hierarchy, which means one dimension can be shown in various aggregate levels. The level of 

abstraction depends on the requirement of the business. Suppose if we have location as one of the dimensions then it can 
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be expressed as city, state, country, etc. Therefore concept hierarchy may be partial or total order [10][11][21]. An 

example of total order can be as : 

 
Figure 1 

Example of Total and Partial order 

 

A big data warehouse application has several dimensions and each dimension has multiple hierarchy levels, so it is a 

big challenge for data cubing. Quick response time and accuracy are key factors for any business's success. The query 

process time is a crucial aspect as timely access to data in large databases, especially in distributed databases, and is the 

prerequisite for successful business applications. Data is growing rapidly proportionate to the dimension required by a 

business. In terms of space and time computation process, it is very costly to manage. To process queries efficiently, the 

data warehouse uses several different views. Pre-computed data cube is useful to solve the problem of space and time 

computation cost. Queries may take a long time to process as the size of data is very large in data warehouse and 

complexity of the query, which is not acceptable in a DSS (Decision Support System) environment. Pre-computed data 

cube may enhance the process of data warehouse design and query process. Different techniques like query optimizers 

and query evaluation approaches are being used to reduce query execution time [23][24]. 

Data cube view materialization is one of the effective approaches used in decision support systems to reduce 

computation time. Therefore, researchers are always in search of better algorithms, which can choose the best views to be 

materialized. Below is an example of a lattice structure having three dimensions Time (T), Product(P), and Sales(S) in 

the data warehouse. Cuboid TPM is the base cuboid, moving up in the hierarchy of cuboid, we reach to apex cuboid 

having 0-dimension [32][27]. There are some drawbacks of the traditional lattice as the addition of new dimensions 

enhances the structure to almost double as all the new dimensions have to connect the lower and upper bound dimension 

in the structure. It is very difficult to materialize the whole lattice. So to overcome this problem a concept of hyper-lattice 

is introduced. 

 

 
Figure 2.  

Lattice structure with 4 dimensions. 

 

Paper is Organization as follow: 

Sec 2. Explore the related work done by various authors related to materialization view selection of data cube. Sec 3. 
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contains the hyper lattice framework and its structure that describe the overlapping of lattices in the structure. In this 

section important features are explained and the difference between traditional lattice and hyper lattice is discussed. An 

algorithm is proposed for efficient view selection in hyper-lattice known as MinCostPath for better path selection in 

hyper-lattice. Sec 4. Describe the implementation of the algorithm with an example of hyper-lattice having two base 

cuboids with optimal solution of path selection using MinCostPath algorithm for better query response. Sec 5 presents 

the conclusion and future scope. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

In the literature survey section, the existing research work is discussed in terms of view materialization and query path 

selection in the lattice structure. Query optimization and materialization of view are the main two works on that 

continuous research have been done in past by many authors. Materialized view problem is also stated as the view 

selection problem. To determine the best and most effective possible collection of views with the available storage. It is 

very difficult to make a decision that which view is best to materialize. The problem of view selection is done with some 

constraints such as time constraints, space constraints, availability constraints, join and group-by constraints, etc. An 

algorithm related to optimizing the query path selection has been proposed by many authors to reduce query cost.  

 

V. Harinarayan, Rajaraman, A., Ullman; [2] proposed an algorithm based on greedy approach that select the right set 

of views to materialize, based on various constraints in lattice framework. A. Shukla, PM Deshpande, JF Naughton; [4] 

proposed a multi-cube algorithm that deals with single cube computation as well as extends it to enhance the 

performance of multi-cube, for this purpose three algorithms have been purposed, namely SimpleLocal, ComplexGlobal, 

and SimpleGlobal that choose the aggregates for precomputation from multi cube schemas. It works more efficiently in 

view selection as compared to the algorithm proposed by Harinarayan. H. Gupta, I. S. Mumick;[5] proposed an AND-OR 

viewgraph algorithm that works on the polynomial-time greedy framework. In this algorithm AND view has the unique 

evaluation value whereas, OR view states that every view can be computed by its connected view. It is an approximation 

greedy algorithm that selects a set of views that to materialized data cube to minimize the response time of query for OR 

view graphs, to deliver an optimal solution they also design an A* heuristic algorithm.   

 

Zhang, Chuan, Xin Yao, and Jian Yang [7]proposed an algorithm based on the heuristic approach that finds a set of 

views based on multiple global processing plans of the query with the help of the Multiple View Processing Plan 

(MVPP). Wie Ye[10] also proposed a greedy-based selection algorithm for view selection under storage cost constraints 

to solve the problem of view selection in the distributed data warehouse. J.Hen, J.Pei,G.D an J. Yang d K. Wang [6] 

proposed an effective and practical approach compared to the heuristic for materialized view selection based on genetic 

algorithms, which is found very effective in reducing the query maintenance & query cost.  

 

I. Mami, R. Coletta, and Z. Bellahsene; [21] proposed a constraint-based programming framework for materialized 

view selection in the data warehouse. K. Aouiche, P. Jouve, and J. Darmont;[16] proposed a cluster-based framework 

that selects similar queries, and also proposed an algorithm that constructs a set of candidate view for efficient view 

selection known as a merging algorithm. Chaudhari, Manoj S., and Chandra shekhar Dhote; [20] also proposed a cluster-

based dynamic algorithm for view selection which extracts the representative dimension from a set of queries, then 

creates a cluster of queries to generate a set of candidate view and then adjust the final materialized view dynamically. A. 

Gosain[26] proposed a stochastic algorithm called Particle Swarm Optimization that minimizes the query processing time 

efficiently compare to genetic algorithm in lattice framework. Gosain, Anjana, and Kavita Sachdeva; [30] proposed an 

algorithm called SRCSAMVS to optimize the process of view selection using lattice structure considering some 

constraints such as probability, dimension, space, maintenance, dimension, etc., the algorithm performs efficiently even if 

we increase the number of queries and produce minimum query cost. 

 

S. Soumya, C.Nabendu; [22] proposed an algorithm known as dynamic query path selection in the lattice with a given 

concept hierarchy. The purpose of the algorithm is to find the optimal path from source to target cuboid at minimum 

query access time. The algorithm first selects the partially materialized cuboids that are present in cache or primary, 
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secondly, if the target cuboid is not found in the cache or primary memory then cuboids are constructed from secondary 

memory using Least Recently Used method. 

Sen, Soumya, Agostino Cortesi, and Nabendu Chaki [30] proposed an algebraic structure of hyper-lattice that is more 

flexible than traditional lattice as it is very convenient to add a new dimension. In hyper lattice, there is an overlapping of 

two or more lattices that shared both time and space. He also proposed an algorithm to create a hyper-lattice and also 

proposed selectMinCost algorithm for path selection that reduces query cost time. 

 

3. Hyper- Lattice Framework 

3.1. Introduction to Hyper-Lattice 

The structure of Hyper lattice includes a lower bound and an upper bound. Hyper Lattice structure is 

comparatively more flexible than previous traditional lattice in the data warehouses. It is very convenient to add another 

dimension in a hyper lattice. 

In Hyper Lattice, overlapping lattice's common elements meet at a common point that is called the least upper bound of 

each lattice, whereas the GLB should be unique of each lattice [28]. 

 

Figure 3.  

Hyper-lattice of cuboids having overlapping of two set. 

 

In the above example, there are lattice L1 and L2 overlapping to each other and shared common space. 

L1: {<PQR>, <PQ>, <PS>, <QR>, <P>, <Q>, <R>, <ALL>} 

L2: {<QRS>, <QR>, <QS>, <RS>, <R>, <S>, <ALL>} 

 

The Hyper-lattice is used to save both time and space, from fig. 2 we may state that common space is shared by 

different lattices, therefore the cuboids have to be stored only once if they exist at a common location. They don‟t need to 

store separately for every single lattice as it is easy to search the data because all the cuboids of lattices are stored in the 

same storage location. In traditional lattice, it may take more time to search data as each lattice are to be stored in a 

separate memory location. Hyper lattice also eliminates data redundancy and makes data more consistent. 

Below is a hyper-lattice schema that represents the above two overlapped lattices. In the schema, we have two fact 

tables <PQR> and <QRS> having corresponding associated dimension tables P, Q, R, S. 
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Figure 4.  

Hyper Lattice Schema 

 

3.2. Characteristics of Hyper Lattice 

 

1. One or more integrant lattices creates a Hyper-lattice.  

2. In Hyper-lattice we can add any number of dimensions.  

3. Additional or new dimensions can be added in hyper-lattice between level to (N-1). 

4. Apex cuboid will same for the whole Hyper-lattice, but base cuboid may be increased with any number that is 

dependent on the newly added dimension in the lattice. 

5. New dimensions may be added more than once without creating a new lattice structure. 

 

3.3. Traditional Lattice vs Hyper-lattice. 

Data warehouse is represented as a Multidimensional data model that is appropriate for the logical arrangement of 

data in the form of cuboids and also for analytical processing. All the possible combinations of cuboids from the base 

cuboid form a lattice structure [26].  

In traditional lattice structure apex cuboid known as 0-dimension may be reached by moving up in hierarchy from a base 

cuboid having n-dimensions. Alternate paths can be found in the lattice from base cuboid to intermediate level cuboids. 

A hyper lattice is a hybrid form of the traditional lattice structure having more than one base cuboid. Storage space is 

shared by two or more lattices in Hyper-lattice structure. Hyper-lattice is flexible than traditional lattice another new 

dimension may be added but in the case of traditional lattice, we cannot add new dimensions in the structure. Additional 

lattice structures have to be created for adding new dimensions that increase the problem of storage while in hyper lattice 

structure we can add any number of dimensions between level N to N-1 level. 

 

Table 1. Difference between Traditional Lattice & Hyper Lattice Structure 

S.No Traditional Lattice Structure  Hyper-Lattice Structure 

 
1. It has only one base cuboid. It has more than one base cuboid. 
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2. Addition of a new dimension will almost double the existing lattice structure 

3. More storage space is required as the size of the lattice will be double after the new dimension. 

4. Query path selection process requires exploring all the cuboids of the lattice in most cases. 

5. Query path selection process requires exploring all the cuboids of the lattice in most cases. 

 

Any number of dimensions can be added to the existing hyper-lattice structure above the base cuboid. 

Solve the problem of storage as overlap lattices share a common space 

Query path selection process required exploration of related lattice cuboids only. 

Query path selection process required exploration of related lattice cuboids only. 

 

Use of Hyper-lattice for efficient query processing 

In the lattice structure information retrieval using hyper lattice, we may find more than one path from source to target 

cuboid. Selecting the best path leads to efficient resource utilization. 

The size of the cuboid may be considered as the cost factor. In hyper-lattice the cuboid size can be calculated by 

multiplying the tuples in a cuboid with the size of the associated cuboid. 

Cuboids consisting of dimensions D1, D2, D3. . . Dn. These dimensions in cuboids can be represented as Attributes 

A1, A2, A3. . . An. There can be one or measure in each associated cuboid. Suppose if a cuboid having Y tuples with size 

of the measure is X. 

Then the cuboid size may be computed as 

      D 

 Y* (∑ Si + X)                                                                                             (i)        i=1 

 

Suppose there are 50 tuples in a cuboid and 5 dimensions with a measured value of 10, then the size of the cuboid will be 

50*5+10=260 

Selection of Minimal Cost path in Hyper Lattice of cuboid 

 

The following algorithm MinCostPath is proposed for the selection of data cuboids in hyper-lattice. 

Step 1: Create Array A and B to store the source and target index  

values of the dimensions. 

Step 2. If array B is the Subset of array A 

 Push the index values of source code in an array C 

Else  

EXIT 

Step3: Redo steps 3 to 9 until we reached to target cuboid. 

Step 4: Search every possible cuboid in the hierarchy from the  

current initial cuboid in structure. 

Step 5:  Create and initialize an array D that stores the valid subset of  

cuboids index value from the above defined array C 

Step 6:  push the index value from array D to an array of hashmap     

objects having mapping of index value and their distinct value at each level in the hyper lattice that reduce the time 

complexity to O(n) 

Hashmap< Int, Int > hm=new Hashmap<Int, Int>(); 

ArrayList<HashMap< Int, Int >> myArrayMap = new   

ArrayList<HashMap< Int, Int >>(); 

hm.put(index value, distinct value) /* distinct value will be the  

size of cuboid associate with the index value*/ 

myArrayMap.add(hm); 
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Step 7: sort ArrayList index values as per cuboid minimum distinct  

values. 

Step 8: Push the sorted index value in a Queue Q 

Step 9 If Q=Target cuboid index value  

Break the loop 

Else go to Step 3 

Suppose there are 50 tuples in a cuboid and 5 dimensions with a measured value of 10, then the size of the cuboid will 

be 50*5+10=260 

4. Implementation of Algorithm 

Hyper Lattice in Fig 3. having some distinct values for the hyper-lattice structure having dimensions P, Q, R and S 

are 10,20,15, and 25 respectively. In the hyper-lattice we have to find the optimal path between the source and target 

cuboid namely <Q,R,S> and <R> using the MinCostPath algorithm. 

Solution: We have found two paths for the above query given: 

First, According to our proposed algorithm, The Cuboids that are generated from <Q,R,S> are <Q,R>,<Q,S><PR> and 

<RS>. 

Array A & B stores the dimension index value of source & target cuboid, then checks whether array B is a subset of array 

A, among the above four cuboids only two cuboids satisfy the pattern criteria, that are <QR> and <RS>if the condition is 

true then push the index value to array C. 

Calculate the distinct values of each cuboid that satisfied the pattern criteria for path selection. 

Cuboid <QR> contains 20*15=300 distinct values, whereas cuboid <RS> contains 15*25=375 distinct values, then in 

next step create an array of hashmap objects. 

Hashmap< Int, Int > hm=new Hashmap<Int, Int>(); 

ArrayList<HashMap< Int, Int >> myArrayMap = new ArrayList<HashMap< Int, Int >>(); 

hm.put(index value, distinct value) /* size of distinct value will be the size of cuboid associate with the index value*/ 

at level 1 

hm.put(6,300); 

hm.put(9,375); 

at level 2 

hm.put(2,20); 

hm.put(3,15); 

select the the cuboid having least distinct value at each level 

add the the hashmap object in the array myArrayMap 

myArrayMap.add(hm); 

 

Thus our algorithm MinCostPaths selects the cuboid <BC> having index & distinct value as (6,300) in this step. The 

cuboid generated at next level are <B> with hashmap value (2,20) and <C> (3,15) . In these cuboids <C> will be selected 

as it is the target cuboid as its distinct value is lower than cuboid B. Thus according to our algorithm the optimal path 

selected will be <BCD> <BC><C>. In figure 5 the optimal path is denoted by a dark line. By using this algorithm 

we can achieve a reduction in space utilization. Group-By operation is the same as the roll-up operation in the hyper 

lattice, so the distinct values in the data set are proportional to the group-by, hence our algorithm also reduces the 

computation time. 

15*25=375 distinct values, then in next step create an array of hashmap objects. 

Hashmap< Int, Int > hm=new Hashmap<Int, Int>(); 

ArrayList<HashMap< Int, Int >> myArrayMap = new ArrayList<HashMap< Int, Int >>(); 

hm.put(index value, distinct value) /* size of distinct value will be the size of cuboid associate with the index value*/ 

at level 1 hm.put(6,300); 

hm.put(9,375); at level 2 hm.put(2,20); 
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hm.put(3,15); 

select the the cuboid having least distinct value at each level add the the hashmap object in the array myArrayMap 

myArrayMap.add(hm); 

Thus our algorithm MinCostPaths selects the cuboid <BC> having index & distinct value as (6,300) in this step. The 

cuboid generated at next level are <B> with hashmap value (2,20) and <C> (3,15) . In these cuboids <C> will be selected 

as it is the target cuboid as its distinct value is lower than cuboid B. Thus according to our algorithm the optimal path 

selected will be <BCD> -> <BC> -> <C>.In fig 3 the optimal path  is denoted by a dark line. By using this algorithm we 

can achieve a reduction in space utilization. Group-By operation is the same as the roll-up operation in the hyper lattice, so 

the distinct values in the data set are proportional to the group-by, hence our algorithm also reduces the computation 

time. 

 

Table 2. Hashmap Table values at different levels 

 

Hyper-lattice Level             Cuboid Index value                Distinct value _____ 

Level 1 
6   300 

9  375 

Level 2 2   20 

3   15 

 

 

 

 Figure 5. 

Optimal path selection in a hyper lattice of cuboid 

 

 

5. Conclusion & Future Scope 

In this paper, we have proposed a MinCostPath algorithm for optimal path selection in Hyper Lattice of Cuboid in the 

data warehouse which can resolve the issue of space and time computation. The overlapping cuboid can save the memory 

space by sharing the same memory in the system and time computation is reduced by only traversing the particular base 

cuboid instead of all base cuboids. 
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